Errata by Samson, Steven A
ERRATA 
 
Vii Citizens for Public Education (line 7) 
10 “this” essay (line 2) 
11 n3 “properly” interpreted (4th from last line) 
15 exposition (4th from bottom) 
16 footnote 12 missing 
33 omit “last” (1st line after 1st indentation) 
54 make “thy” name great (2nd line of 1st quote) thee and “thy” seed (1st line of 2nd  
quote) 
57 “an” holy nation’ (Exod. 19:6) (1/4 down) many of these “practices” (3/4 down) 
59 a sharp “contrast” (line 5) 
94 but not to “worship” him (4th to last line of 1st quote) 
103 omit “Although” and capitalize “Religious” (line 16) customs “and” habits (line 19) 
157 Strasbourg (middle) 
163 Capitalize “God” and underline prepositional phrase in quotation 
165 “crown,” instead of clergy (line 5) 
166 New England; “they”(middle of quote) 
172 American “practice” (middle) 
174 religious liberty “were” declared (line 2) “obligations” (3rd line in quote) 
175 “Furthermore” (line 3) “parliamentary” (2nd line before quote) 
176 language of the “Constitution” (line 4) 
180 --“it” was (line 2) 
“modifications” (2/3 down) 
191 n69 Add: “see note 12.” 
191 n71 not a contract “but” a source of identity (line 7) 
197 “than” the doubts (3rd line of quote) 
199 buildings (line 13 
231 J. B. Say (line 14) 
255 n108 “nineteenth” (line 2) 
289 Rector, etc., of the Church of the Holy Trinity, etc. (2/3 down) 
292 Nativist “organizations” 
296 “if” such right (line 6) 
307 n24 “pp. 188-89 n4,” not pp. 287-88 (line 2) 
311 millennial (5th line from bottom) 
318 Murdoch, and Martin cases (3rd from bottom) 
321 apostrophe before quotation mark (line 7) 
326 Lord Mansfield (2/3 down) 
332 omit quotation mark after decision (end of last indented quote) 
341 restraint (before last indented quote) 
342 delete extra “or” (5th from bottom) 
346 delete extra “the” (1st line last paragraph) 
356-357 pages reversed; page numbers are switched  
356 259 U.S. 530, 534, etc. (3rd from bottom) 
359 ‘practical nullity’ . . . ratification.” (3rd line from bottom) 
364 Philadelphia (8th line) 
 dichotomy (middle) 
365 dictate (2nd line) 
370 concerned (2nd from bottom) 
371 imbedded (7th from bottom) 
373 “vagueness” (5th line from bottom) 
374 “. . . schoolchildren” (line 13) 
379 note 12  with the “concurring opinion” of Justice Holmes 
380 period following note 20 
383 others “have” (line 2) 
407 differently “than” (line 8 after indented quote) 
412 ”principal,” not principle (line 7) 
456 tax “exemption” of churches (line 14) 
468 this “recognition” (5th line from bottom) 
479 n69 “Poverty” 
487 education “professors” (middle of 1st quote) 
500 “as well as” instead of “rather than” (last line) 
501 “its” liability, not “their” (2/3 down) 
503 on the other hand “,” (2/5 down) 
511 “erosion” (2/5 down) 
533  n68 people or “any” of their children (middle) 
  n68 “ample” supply (8th line from bottom) 
534 “promise” (line 1) 
537 “distinctly” (4th line in second quote) 
587 . . . the power of so many (8th line from bottom) 
588 externalities “of” (8th line from bottom) 
589 “that” underlines (1st line of 2nd full paragraph) 
595 Religion must “have” (1st line of 2nd full paragraph) 
622 Binder . . . Constitutional 
623 Blumenfeld . . . Greenwich, 
625 California . . . November 9, 1979 
625 Carlson: pp. 27-34, 64. 
630 pagination reversed 
631 pagination reversed 
635 “Handy, Robert:” underlining error 
641 “McClellan:” underlining error in first citation 
 
Omitted: Trinidad v. Sagrada Order, 263 U.S. 578 (1924) 
